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We report a new class of three-dimensional (3D) adaptive phononic crystals whose dynamic

response is controlled by mechanical deformation. Using finite element analysis, we demonstrate

that the bandgaps of the proposed 3D structure can be fully tuned by the externally applied defor-

mation. In fact, our numerical results indicate that the system acts as a reversible phononic switch:

a moderate level of applied strain (i.e., �0.16) is sufficient to completely suppress the bandgap,

and upon the release of applied strain, the deformed structure recovers its original shape, which can

operate with a sizable bandgap under dynamic loading. In addition, we investigate how material

damping significantly affects the propagation of elastic waves in the proposed 3D soft phononic

crystal. We believe that our results pave the way for the design of a new class of soft, adaptive, and

re-configurable 3D phononic crystals, whose bandgaps can be easily tuned and switched on/off by

controlling the applied deformation. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4923032]

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) periodic structures are attract-

ing significant interest not only for their remarkable static

properties1–4 but also for their ability to control the propaga-

tion of elastic waves through bandgaps, i.e., frequency

ranges of strong wave attenuation.5,6 Such bandgaps can be

formed either by Bragg scattering7–9 or by exploiting local

resonance within the medium.10–13 Bragg-type bandgaps are

intrinsic to order and typically occur at wavelengths of the

order of the unit cell size, whereas locally resonant bandgaps

arise in the vicinity of the natural frequency of the resonating

units and are less affected by the spatial periodicity of the

system.

While most of the proposed 3D phononic crystals oper-

ate in fixed ranges of frequencies that are impractical to tune

and control after the assembly;14–19 it has been shown that

the dynamic responses of structures could be altered by

mechanically deforming them.20–22 However, a large amount

of loading is typically required to significantly affect the

position and width of the bandgaps.

It has been recently demonstrated that the tunability of

2D phononic crystals can be significantly enhanced by trig-

gering mechanical instabilities along the loading path.23–26

In fact, the instabilities may induce dramatic homogeneous

and reversible changes of the geometry that can be exploited

not only to alter but also to turn on and off the bandgaps

even under moderate levels of applied deformation.

However, although recent studies have shown that buckling

can be an effective way to achieve better tunability of 2D

phononic devices,26–28 no similar studies have been reported

for 3D systems.

In this study, we focus on a 3D soft crystal consisting an

array of elastomeric patterned spherical shells (see Fig. 1).

This structure has been recently shown to undergo an insta-

bility under uniaxial compression which results in folding of

all the building blocks and macroscopic auxetic behavior.29

Here, we investigate numerically the effect of the applied

compression on the propagation of small-amplitude elastic

waves, aiming to the design of a 3D reconfigurable phononic

crystal with enhanced tunability. To this end, first we iden-

tify the geometric parameters leading to the widest bandgap

in the undeformed configuration and then investigate the

effect of the applied compression on the propagation of elas-

tic waves. Finally, since elastomeric materials are dissipa-

tive, we study how material damping affects the dynamic

response of the system.

II. 3D PHONONIC CRYSTAL

The 3D structure investigated in this study is composed

of a periodic array of structured shells arranged to form a

body centered cubic (bcc) crystal. Each spherical shell is pat-

terned with a regular array of six circular voids and is fully

characterized by two design parameters:29,30 the angle a that

defines the narrowest width of the ligament, and the ratio

s¼wi/t between the inner narrowest width of the ligaments

and the radial shell thickness (see Fig. 1).

The response of our 3D structure is conveniently cap-

tured using the unit cell shown in Fig. 1. Such unit cell is a

cube with edges a ¼ 4ro=
ffiffiffi
3
p

(ro is the outer radius of the

spherical shell) and comprises two structured shells—one

full shell at the center with eight one-eighths attached to it.

Finally, the porosity of the 3D structure can be calcu-

lated as

w ¼ 1� 2 Vshell

Vunit
; (1)

where Vunit¼ a3 is the volume of the cubic unit cell, Vshell is

the volume fraction of the structured shell, and the pre-factor

2 is the number of structured shells in each unit cell. Note

that Vshell is simply obtained by subtracting the volume of

the six voids from the volume of the intact shell
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Vshell ¼ Vintact shell � 6 Vvoid; (2)

where

Vintact shell ¼
4

3
p r3

o � r3
i

� �
; (3)

and

Vvoid ¼
2

3
p r3

o � r3
i

� �
1� cos p=4� a=2ð Þ½ �; (4)

ri denoting the inner radius of the spherical shell.30

Combining Eqs. (1)–(4), the porosity of the 3D crystal can

be obtained as

w ¼ 1� 8p r3
o � r3

i

� �
�2þ 3 cos p=4� a=2ð Þ½ �
3 4r0=

ffiffiffi
3
p� �3

: (5)

III. GENERAL FORMULATION

Here, we present the governing equations and material

model, which are employed in the numerical calculations.

A. Governing equations

The deformation of the 3D phononic crystal is described

by the deformation gradient

F ¼ @x

@x0

; (6)

mapping a point in the material from the reference position

x0 to its current location x. The material is assumed to be

hyperelastic, characterized by a strain energy function

W¼W(F), which is defined in the reference configuration.

The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress S is thus related to the defor-

mation gradient F by

S ¼ @W

@F
: (7)

In the absence of body forces, the equation of motions in the

reference configuration can be written as

Div S ¼ q0

D2x

Dt2
; (8)

where Div represents the divergence operator in the unde-

formed/reference configuration, D/Dt is the material time de-

rivative, and q0 denotes the reference mass density.

To investigate the effect of the applied deformation on

the propagation of small-amplitude elastic waves, incremen-

tal deformations superimposed upon a given state of finite

deformation are considered. Denoting with _S the increment

of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, the incremental forms of

the governing equations are given by

Div _S ¼ q0

D2 _x

Dt2
; (9)

where _x denotes the incremental displacements. Furthermore,

linearization of the constitutive equation (7) yields

_S ¼ L : _F;with Lijkl ¼
@2W

@Fij@Fkl
; (10)

where _F denotes the incremental deformation gradient.

The incremental boundary value problem is often for-

mulated in an updated Lagrangian formulation, where the

deformed state is used as the reference configuration for the

calculation of the incremental quantities.31 Push-forward

transformations allow the introduction of the incremental

updated stress quantity R given by

R ¼ 1

J
_SFT : (11)

FIG. 1. Tunable 3D phononic crystal

composed of a periodic array of struc-

tured shells arranged to form a bcc lat-

tice. When compressed, this structure

undergoes an instability, which results

in folding of all the building blocks.

Each structured shell is fully character-

ized by two design parameters: the

angle a that defines the narrowest

width of the ligament, and the ratio

s¼wi/t between the inner narrowest

width of the ligaments and the radial

shell thickness.
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For a non-linear elastic material, the incremental constitutive

equation takes the linear form

R ¼ C : grad u (12)

to the first order, where grad denotes the gradient operator in

the deformed/current configuration, u¼: _x and

Cijkl ¼ J�1FjnFlq
@2W

@Fin@Fkq
: (13)

Finally, the incremental equations of motions take the form

divR ¼ q
d2u

dt2
; (14)

where div represents the divergence operator in the

deformed/current configuration, q denotes the current mate-

rial density, and d/dt is the spatial time derivative.

Here, we focus on the propagation of small-amplitude

elastic waves defined by

uðx; tÞ ¼ ~uðxÞ expð�ixtÞ ; (15)

where x is the angular frequency of the propagating wave

and ~u denotes the magnitude of the incremental displace-

ment. It follows from (12) that

Rðx; tÞ ¼ ~RðxÞ expð�ixtÞ ; (16)

so that equations (14) become

div~R ¼ q x2~u ; (17)

which represent the frequency-domain wave equations.

B. Material model

The 3D phononic crystal is assumed to be made of sili-

con rubber. The response of such material is captured using

a nearly incompressible Neo-Hookean model,32 whose strain

energy density is given by

W I1; Jð Þ ¼ G

2
I1 � 3ð Þ � G log Jð Þ þ K

2
J � 1ð Þ2 ; (18)

where I1 ¼ traceðFTFÞ; J ¼ detðFÞ and F is the deformation

gradient. Moreover, G and K are the initial shear and bulk

moduli of the material, respectively.

Substituting (18) into (7) and (10), the nominal stress S

and the incremental modulus L are obtained as

S ¼ GFþ ½KJðJ � 1Þ � G�F�T ; (19)

and

L ¼ GIþ KJð2J � 1ÞF�T � F�T

þ½KJðJ � 1Þ � G�IT ; (20)

where

Iijkl ¼
@Fkl

@Fij
¼ dikdjl: (21)

In this study, we assume that the 3D phononic crystal is

made of silicon-based rubber (Elite Double 32:Zhermack),

which is characterized by G¼ 0.27 MPa, K¼ 13.41 MPa,

and density q¼ 965 Kg m�3.29

IV. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first present the analysis performed to

study the dynamic response of 3D phononic crystals of infi-

nite size, accounting for the effect of the applied pre-

deformation. Then, we describe how we study the effect of

material damping on the propagation of elastic waves.

All numerical simulations are performed using the com-

mercial finite element package Abaqus/Standard (SIMULIA,

Providence, RI). The 3D models are constructed using quad-

ratic brick elements (element type C3D10) and the accuracy

of the mesh is insured by a mesh refinement study.

A. Wave propagation analysis in 3D adaptive phononic
crystals

The analysis conducted to investigate the propagation of

elastic waves in 3D deformable phononic crystals of infinite

size consists of three steps: (i) first, the stability of the struc-

ture is investigated through a linear perturbation analy-

sis;33,34 (ii) then, the non-linear post-buckling response of

the system is simulated by using periodic boundary condi-

tions and introducing a small imperfection on the initial ge-

ometry in the form of the critical mode;34 (iii) finally, the

propagation of small-amplitude elastic waves at a given level

of deformation is investigated by solving the frequency-

domain wave equation.

Focusing on step (iii), we discretize the frequency-

domain wave equations (17) using the Galerkin finite ele-

ment method and obtain an algebraic eigenvalue problem in

matrix form

½Kðn�nÞ � x2Mðn�nÞ�Uðn�1Þ ¼ 0; (22)

where K and M are the global mass and stiffness matrices, U

is the nodal displacement vector, and n is the total number of

degrees of freedom (i.e., number of nodes multiply by

degrees of freedom per node).

By virtue of Bloch’s theorem,35 the following relation-

ship between the displacements of two nodes, A and B, peri-

odically located on the outer faces of the unit cell is obtained:

uA ¼ uB expðik � rA BÞ; (23)

where uA and uB denote the displacement of nodes A and B,

respectively, and rAB is the distance between the nodes A and

B in the deformed configuration. Moreover, k is the Bloch-

wave vector that can be expressed in terms of the reciprocal

lattice vectors bi

b1 ¼ 2p
a2 � a3

kzk2
;

b2 ¼ 2p
a3 � a1

kzk2
;

b3 ¼ 2p
a1 � a2

kzk2
;

(24)
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where a1, a2, and a3 are the lattice vectors spanning the unit

cell (see Fig. 2) and z¼ a1 � (a2� a3). Note that when the

Bloch-type boundary conditions (23) are incorporated into

Eq. (22), the stiffness matrix becomes a function of k (i.e.,

K¼K(k)). Therefore, to obtain the dispersion relations

x¼x(k), the eigenvalue problem specified by Eq. (22)

needs to be solved for a number of wave vectors k.

Since the reciprocal lattice is also periodic, we can

restrict the wave vectors k to a certain region of the recipro-

cal space called the first Brillouin zone (dark grey cube in

Fig. 2(b)).36 In addition, we may further reduce the domain

taking advantage of its reflectional and rotational symme-

tries. The reduced domain is referred to the irreducible
Brillouin zone (IBZ) (red pyramid GXMR in Fig. 2(b)).37

Next, we show that Eq. (22) can be solved using either

the full direct method or the Reduced Bloch Mode

Expansion (RBME) method38 to significantly reduce the

computational cost.

1. Full (direct) method

Here, we solve Eq. (22) for a large number of k vectors

on the perimeter of IBZ (i.e., G-X-M-G-R-M-X-R path in

Fig. 3) to obtain the dispersion relations x¼x(k). In partic-

ular, we use ten uniformly spaced k-points on each edge of

the IBZ shown in Fig. 3. Given the large sizes of the mass

and stiffness matrices involved in the calculations (i.e., n ’
200 000 for our unit cells), this method is computationally

very expensive.

2. RBME method

To reduce the size of the problem and consequently the

computational cost, we employ a reduced basis composed of

a selected set of Bloch eigenvectors.38 To this end, we use a

linear transformation given by

Uðn�1Þ ¼ /ðn�mÞ Vðm�1Þ; (25)

where U(n�1) is the nodal Bloch displacement vector, V(m�1)

is the reduced Bloch displacement vector, /ðn�mÞ is the trans-

formation matrix, n is the total number of degrees of free-

dom, and m (m � n) is the total number of Bloch modes in

the reduced basis. Combining (25) and (22) and pre-

multiplying by the complex conjugate transpose /?
ðm�nÞ

yields the eigenvalue problem in the reduced basis

½/?
ðm�nÞKðkÞðn�nÞ /ðn�mÞ

�x2 /?
ðm�nÞMðn�nÞ /ðn�mÞ�Vðm�1Þ ¼ 0; (26)

which can be re-express as

½ �KðkÞðm�mÞ � x2 �Mðm�mÞ�Vðm�1Þ ¼ 0; m� n; (27)

where �K and �M are the reduced stiffness and mass matrices

�K ¼ /?
ðm�nÞKðkÞðn�nÞ /ðn�mÞ;

�M ¼ /?
ðm�nÞMðn�nÞ /ðn�mÞ:

(28)

The reduced basis used in this study is composed of

Bloch eigenvectors evaluated at seven high-symmetry

points: points G, X, M, and R (corners of the IBZ) and GR,

XR, and MG shown in Fig. 3. The choice of these points is

motivated by both the crystal structure and group theory.38

To construct the transformation matrix /ðn�mÞ, we solve (22)

only at the selected seven high-symmetry points and assem-

ble the corresponding eigenvectors in column-wise form as

/ðn�mÞ ¼ ½/G /X /M /R /MG /GR /XR�: (29)

Furthermore, since in this study we are interested in

computing the first 160 dispersion branches, we find that 800

eigenmodes calculated at each of the seven high-symmetry

points are sufficient for the band structure calculations to be

accurate up to the range of interest. The accuracy of the band

FIG. 2. Schematic of point lattice (green dots in (a)), reciprocal lattice (black

dots in (b)), first Brillouin zone (grey cube in (b)), and irreducible Brillouin

zone (red pyramid GXMR in (b)). Three different views of the reciprocal lat-

tice are shown at the bottom.

FIG. 3. First Brillouin zone (cube of side 2p/a) and IBZ with the seven

high-symmetry points used in this study: corner points (G, X, M, R) and

points on mid-diagonal lines (GR, XR, MG).
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structure calculated by employing the RBME method with

seven high-symmetry points is assured by reproducing the

same band diagrams calculated via the full (direct) method,

as shown in Fig. 4 for a 3D phononic crystal characterized

by (a, s)¼ (0.03, 0.2). Note that when using the RBME

method, the sizes of the mass and stiffness matrices are

reduced from n ’ 200 000 to m¼ 5600, significantly redu-

cing the computational cost.

B. Wave propagation analysis in 3D damped phononic
crystals

To study the effect of material dissipation on the propa-

gation of elastic waves, we employ Rayleigh (proportional)

damping model39,40 and define a damping matrix C linearly

proportional to the mass and stiffness matrices M and K(k)

CðkÞ ¼ pMþ qKðkÞ; (30)

where p and q are the mass and stiffness proportional damp-

ing coefficients (p, q� 0). The discretized finite element

frequency-domain wave equations of the damped phononic

crystal are then given by

½KðkÞ þ i x CðkÞ � x2M�U ¼ 0; (31)

and the wave-vector-dependent damping ratio ni(k) for the i-
th branch of the damped band structure is obtained as41

ni kð Þ ¼ pþ qx2
i kð Þ

2xi kð Þ
; (32)

where xi(k) denotes the i-th frequency obtained in the ab-

sence of damping. Since for underdamped conditions (i.e.,

ni< 1), the effect of the damping parameter p in Eq. (30) is

negligible,42,43 we consider a stiffness-proportional Raleigh

damping matrix (i.e., p¼ 0 and q 6¼ 0) in all the calculations

and report all results in terms of the dimensionless damping

coefficient �q ¼ q cT=a. We also note that for elastomers

ni ¼ qxi=2 ¼ p�q �f 	 0:05,44–46 so that if we focus on the

upper limit of the bandgap (i.e., �f upper 	 0:75Þ, we obtain

�q 	 0:02 for elastomeric materials.

To investigate the propagation of elastic waves in a

dissipative medium, we construct 3D models of finite size

comprising different numbers of unit cells and calculate

their steady-state dynamic linearized response to harmonic

excitations for different levels of material damping. In this

set of analyses, we account for energy dissipation by

directly introducing Raleigh damping in the simulations

(i.e., the *DAMPING keyword is used to specify Raleigh

damping parameters as material properties in Abaqus/

Standard47). Moreover, we excite the structure by applying

an harmonic displacement (Ain cosðx tÞ) to the central node

of one of its faces at one end and calculate the displacement

of the corresponding node on the opposite face at the other

end (Aout cosðx tÞ) over the frequency ranges of interest.

The transmission spectrum (dB) is then computed as

10 log ðAoutðxÞ=AinðxÞÞ2.

V. RESULTS

A. Elastic waves propagation in the undeformed
phononic crystal

We start by investigating the propagation of elastic

waves in undeformed phononic crystals of infinite size. In

Fig. 5, we report the band diagram for crystals characterized

by (a, s)¼ (0.14, 0.2), (0.14, 1.0), and (0.03, 0.2). In all these

diagrams, the non-dimensional frequency �f ¼ xa=ð2p cTÞ is

plotted versus a set of wave vectors k spanning the perimeter

of the IBZ shown in Fig. 3. Here, cT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G=q

p
is the speed

of transverse elastic waves propagating within the homoge-

neous bulk material and a is the characteristic size of the unit

cell in the undeformed configuration (see Fig. 1). As

expected, we find that the microstructural design parameters

a and s strongly affect the existence and width of the

bandgap. In fact, while the 3D phononic crystals with (a, s)

¼ (0.14, 0.2) and (0.14, 1.0) have no frequency ranges of

strong wave attenuation, the structure with (a, s)¼ (0.03, 0.2)

has a bandgap for �f ¼ 0:52� 0:72. It is important to note that

this is a Bragg-type bandgap, since it is very sensitive to the

periodicity and geometry of the crystal. To demonstrate this,

in Fig. 6 we report the band structure for a phononic crystal

characterized exactly by the same design parameters (i.e.,

(a, s)¼ (0.03, 0.2)), but with the structured shells arranged

differently and attached to each other through the thin

FIG. 4. Band diagrams for a 3D pho-

nonic crystal characterized by (a, s)

¼ (0.03, 0.2) calculated using full

(direct) method (left) and the RBME

method (right).
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ligaments rather than through the corners (see Fig. 6). For this

periodic structure, no bandgap is found.

Next, we systematically study the effect of the design

parameters a and s on the propagation of elastic waves.

Since the phononic bandgaps are strongly influenced by the

smallest geometric features in the system,48 a bandgap opens

when a is decreased below a critical threshold. The effect of

s on the bandgap is instead more unpredictable, since smaller

values of s result in a structure characterized by thinner liga-

ments width wi, but larger thickness t. Therefore, to identify

the 3D crystal with the widest phononic bad gap in the unde-

formed configuration, we choose a¼ 0.03 and conduct a

parametric study to explore the influence of s. In Fig. 7(a),

we show the evolution of the bandgap as a function of s. The

results clearly indicate that the width of the bandgap does

not monotonically increase as a function of s and the largest

bandgap is achieved for s¼ 0.4 (see Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)).

B. Effect of deformation on wave propagation

Having identified the optimal configuration in the unde-

formed configuration, we now proceed to explore the propaga-

tion of small-amplitude elastic waves in such 3D crystal at

different levels of applied deformation. Here, to preserve the

symmetry of the structure and facilitate the calculation of the

band diagram, we compress the 3D crystal equi-triaxially. First,

we perform a linear stability analysis and find that for s¼ 0.4

buckling induces the spherical collapse of every building block

FIG. 5. Effect of design parameters a and s on the band structures. In the dispersion relation plots, the non-dimensional frequency �f ¼ xa=2pcT is plotted versus

the wave vectors k. Three different configurations are considered characterized by (a, s)¼ (0.14, 0.2) (center), (0.14, 1.0) (left), and (0.03, 0.2) (right). The shaded

red region in the right plot highlights the bandgap, i.e., ranges of frequencies for which the elastic waves are not allowed to propagate along any direction.

FIG. 6. Bands diagram for a phononic

crystal composed of a bcc array of

structured shells attached to the neigh-

bors through the ligaments. The struc-

tured shells are characterized by (a, s)

¼ (0.03, 0.2). Note that these are the

same design parameters that we used

to construct the phononic crystal

shown in Fig. 5-right. ~a ¼ 4ro=
ffiffiffi
2
p

is

the characteristic length of the unit

cell.
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while keeping the structure periodic (see Fig. 1). Then, we simu-

late the post-buckling response of the structure by introducing a

small imperfection in the initial geometry and monitor the prop-

agation of small-amplitude elastic waves as a function of the

applied deformation. In Fig. 8, we report the evolution of

bandgap as a function of the applied compressive strain, �. The

results clearly indicate that the applied compression significantly

alters the bandgaps by progressively reducing its width. In fact,

while in the undeformed configuration the structure is character-

ized by a bandgap for �f ¼ 0:43� 0:72, for �¼�0.10 its width

is reduced to �f ¼ 0:41� 0:46. Finally, for �¼�0.16, the

bandgap completely disappears, so that elastic waves of all fre-

quencies are able to propagate within the structure. Therefore,

our results clearly demonstrate that the proposed 3D structure

acts as a reversible phononic switch, since a moderate level of

strain (i.e., �¼�0.16) can be used to switch off the bandgap.

C. Damped phononic crystal

Our results indicate that mechanical instabilities and

large deformation can be effectively utilized to reversibly

tune and control the phononic bandgaps of 3D periodic struc-

tures. However, in order for the structure to sustain the large

deformation induced by buckling while remaining in the

fully elastic regime, elastomeric materials such as silicon

rubber are typically used for fabrication. These materials are

known to be dissipative and so we now investigate the effect

of material damping on the dynamic response of the 3D

crystals.

To investigate the effect of material damping on the pro-

pagation of small-amplitude elastic waves, we start by con-

structing phononic crystals consists of 4, 10, 20, and 40 unit

cells along the x-direction (indicated in Fig. 1) with periodic

boundary conditions on the lateral faces. In Fig. 9, we report

the transmission spectra for such structures characterized by

(a, s)¼ (0.03, 0.4) and consider three different stiffness-

proportional damping coefficients (�q ¼ 0, 0.005, 0.02).

Focusing on the undamped crystals (�q ¼ 0 - red lines),

we find a good agreement between the drop in transmission

observed in the four models (dashed horizontal red line) and

the bandgap-size predicted by the Bloch wave analysis for

the corresponding infinite structure (solid horizontal red

line). Moreover, as expected, we find that the agreement is

improved and the amount of drop in transmission is more

pronounced for larger structures (i.e., 	�15 dB for the

model with four unit cells in Fig. 9(a) and 	�25 dB for the

model with 40 unit cells in Fig. 9(d)).

Furthermore, our results reveal that material damping has a

significant effect on the transmission spectrum and that all waves

with frequencies above a cutoff value are damped. To quantify

this effect, the cutoff frequency, denoted by �f cutof f , is defined as

the critical frequency above which all waves are attenuated by at

least 10 dB. Such cutoff frequencies are indicated by the green

and blue horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 9. The transmission

response continues to decay for frequencies higher than �f cutof f .

Interestingly, we see that by increasing the size of the structure,

the cutoff frequencies are progressively lowered. In fact, in a

larger structure, the wave travels through a longer medium, so

that the effect of dissipative medium on transmission spectrum is

more pronounced for the same level of damping. However, we

note that the cutoff frequencies are the same for the model with

FIG. 7. Design of an optimal 3D phononic crystal in the undeformed configuration. (a) Evolution of the bandgap as a function of s for a 3D crystal with

a¼ 0.03. The structure exhibits the widest phononic bandgap for s¼ 0.4 and is demonstrated in (b). (c) Bands diagram for the optimal crystal characterized by

(a, s)¼ (0.03, 0.4). The 3D structure exhibits a wide bandgap at �f ¼ 0:43� 0:72.

FIG. 8. Evolution of bandgap as a function of the applied compressive strain

for a 3D crystal characterized by (a, s)¼ (0.03, 0.4). Note that buckling

occurs at �¼�0.007.
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20 and 40 unit cells along the x-direction (�f cutof f 	 0:33 for

�q ¼ 0:005 and �f cutof f 	 0:19 for �q ¼ 0:02), indicating that

these structures are large enough so that the dynamic response is

not anymore affected by the size of the system.

Finally, in Fig. 10, we report results for a finite size struc-

ture with 4� 4� 4 unit cells. We find that the bandgap for the

undamped case (i.e., �q ¼ 0 - red curve) is relatively smaller

than that of the corresponding infinite crystal, indicating that

the finite size of the structure significantly affects its dynamic

response. Moreover, we note that as we increase �q, material

dissipation has still a significant effect, but not as pronounced

as for the systems investigated in Fig. 9. In fact, we find that for

�q ¼ 0:005, the structure is still characterized by a bandgap,

highlighted by the drop in transmission at �f ¼ 0:51� 0:63.

However, for �q ¼ 0:02, the response is characterized by cutoff

frequency and the propagation of waves with �f > 0:5 is pre-

vented by the dissipative medium. Therefore, these results high-

light the important role played by the size of the system in the

case of a damped phononic crystal.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, our study outlines a general strategy in

which a judicious choice of building blocks provides a

FIG. 9. Effect of damping on the trans-

mission spectra for models consists of

(a) 4, (b) 10, (c) 20, and (d) 40 unit

cells along the x-direction and periodic

boundary conditions on the lateral

faces. The solid horizontal red lines

represent the bandgap predictions for

the corresponding undamped infinite

periodic structures. The horizontal

dashed red lines highlight regions with

a relative �15 dB drop in transmission.

Note that for �q ¼ 0:005 and 0.02, the

transmission decays above a cut-off

frequency.

FIG. 10. Effect of damping on the

propagation of elastic waves in a finite

size structure consists of 4� 4� 4

structured shells. The solid horizontal

lines indicate the bandgaps prediction

based on calculations for the infinite

undamped structure, while the dashed

horizontal lines highlight regions in

which a relative �15 dB drop is

observed in the transmission.
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foundation for the design of 3D phononic crystals whose

response can be effectively tuned by the applied deforma-

tion, opening the door to the design of 3D phononic

switches. In particular, we show that the tunability of bandg-

aps can be significantly increased by exploiting the geomet-

ric nonlinearity triggered by instabilities. Moreover, we

investigate the effects of energy dissipation induced by elas-

tomeric materials on the dynamic response of 3D phononic

crystals. Our results indicate that the propagation of waves in

structures made of dissipative media is affected by both the

amount of damping and the size of the system, providing a

complete set of guidelines for the design of 3D adaptive pho-

nonic crystals.

Finally, since the buckling phenomenon is scale-

independent and the elastic deformation process is fully re-

versible, we expect our results will serve as a blueprint for

the design of a new class of tunable phononic devices in a

wide range of applications.
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